
$850,000 - 3 JARDINE Crescent
 

Listing ID: 40596970

$850,000
3 Bedrooms, 1 Bathrooms, 1355
Single Family

3 JARDINE Crescent, Creemore, Ontario,
L0M1G0

Cherish the charming small town vibe of
Creemore with this idyllic property. A warm
community brimming with unique
independent restaurants and businesses,
including the renowned Creemore Springs
Brewery. This beautiful home radiates
tranquility & contemporary sophistication.
Experience the comfort of high-end, modern
renovations where all you have to do is
simply move in, unpack, and relish the
serenity of your new surroundings. As soon
as you arrive, it will be immediately clear
that meticulous care has been invested into
this home. Impeccable 5-star curb appeal.
Once inside, be welcomed by the bright,
airy ambiance that supplements the home's
modern flair. A large bay window fills the
semi-open plan living, dining, and kitchen
areas with an abundance of natural light,
creating a space both inviting and warm.
Designed with a distinctive layout perfect
for couples, retirees, or small families. Up
just five steps to the second level & the
home's three full-sized bedrooms. The
master bedroom features a semi-ensuite
layout with dual sinks and a walk-in shower,
blending convenience and luxury. For those
seeking further space, the comfortable lower-
level recreation room promises to be a
favourite spot for the family throughout the
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year. The practicalities of life have also
been taken into account. An abundance of
storage space exists within the laundry room
and the highly accessible crawl space. The
attached garage with inside entry provides
convenience and suitability for everyday life
without compromising aesthetics. Stepping
into the backyard you will find ample room
for outdoor activities, be it entertaining,
relaxing, or just appreciating the
surroundings. Accessible via a kitchen walk-
out, a huge two-tier deck enhances the
ambiance, offering a perfect backdrop for
outdoor entertaining or a relaxing retreat.
The fully fenced yard guarantees both
privacy and space, and to top it off, there's a
fire pit, enhancing your outdoor living
experience even further. (id:50245)
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